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One of the four sections on the LSAT and one of the three sections on the GRE will contain analytic

reasoning questions, or what we call "games."Ã‚Â Ã‚Â The Princeton Review can help you master

this section of the test.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â We start by outlining the five-step method for doing

games.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â These five steps are your key to more points on the LSAT or GRE.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â We'll

show you how to draw diagrams for each type of game, symbolize clues, and make deductions so

you can answer the questions efficiently and correctly.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â The best way to learn games is to

practice games, so we've included hundreds of sample questions.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â We also explain all the

answers, so that even if you get a question wrong, you can learn from our example.
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One of the four sections on the LSAT and one of the three sections on the GRE will contain analytic

reasoning questions, or what we call "games."Ã‚Â Ã‚Â The Princeton Review can help you master

this section of the test.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â We start by outlining the five-step method for doing

games.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â These five steps are your key to more points on the LSAT or GRE.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â We'll

show you how to draw diagrams for each type of game, symbolize clues, and make deductions so

you can answer the questions efficiently and correctly.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â The best way to learn games is to

practice games, so we've included hundreds of sample questions.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â We also explain all the



answers, so that even if you get a question wrong, you can learn from our example.

Karen Lurie has worked for The Princeton Review since 1988, teaching courses, and writing

manuals, books, and software.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â She lives in New York City.

This book was fantastic. It clearly explained the games portion, reiforces the approach and is very

well organized. Very good study guide if you are having problems witht he games.

If analytical section is your Achilles heel, this book will help. This book has a good collection of

questions graduated with respect to level of difficulty (approximately 150 questions in total). It

exposes you to a wide variety of questions (both in terms of type as well as in level of difficulty) that

you may face on the GRE. The answers are clearly explained.If you are worried abt the analytical

section, it will be worthwhile to try this book out!

I purchased this book to prepare for the LSAT. The examples where either almost identical to

previous LSAT questions or had been slightly altered. While this would seem like the appropriate

types of problems to practice with, one is probably better off purchasing the Law Services Prep

Tests and studying actual problems. The way this book altered some of the questions made them

unclear, confusing, and frustrating.

The LSAT/GRE Analytic Workout is invaluable to anyone who wishes to do well on the Analytic

section of the LSAT. The book will save you time in preparing for the LSAT by illustrating systematic

ways to break down the problems. I suggest skipping the level three questions until you can work

through a majority of actual LSAT problems. There is no substitute for practicing actual LSAT

questions, but I recommend learning the concepts in this book before tackling the analytic section of

the LSAT.

I took the GRE and wanted to improve my analytical score, so I bought this book before taking it

again. It definitely helped me to analyze a problem and take it apart, recognizing patterns and such.

Lots of practice problems and the book is useful for both the GRE and the LSAT (the analytical

sections on both have similar types of problems).

This book offers little help and a very convoluted method for approaching the Analytical section of



the LSAT. The explanations did little more that confuse the issue more. I am sorry I wasted my

money on it. I recomend the Barron's study guides for the LSAT if you are looking for help on the

analytical section of the LSAT.

The explanations are rudimentary, and some of the answers are WRONG! Some of the rules don't

coincide with the explanations... they probably should have had someone actually DO the problems

before putting this book to print. Don't get this book if you're not clueless -- you could find better

practice elsewhere

I have used this book and the ARCO "LSAT-GRE Logic Workbook". The ARCO book is worth the

money ..., the Princeton review book is not worth the money. The ARCO book is considered the

best book for the the analytical reasoning section. The methods in the Princeton review book,

unnecessarily complicate the analytical section.
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